
BBE Project - First Meeting Report 11/11/2020 

At 4 p.m. on the Teams platform of the Italian School

Participants:
Italy: Franca Liuzzo and Rosanna Vigliocco
Croatia: Ivana Vrdoljak
Romania: Ioana Ciuca (colleague of Silvia Ungureanu)
Estonia: Anna Ignatjeva
Guest:  Simonetta  Ponziano  (ex  student  of  the  Italian  school/attending  a  master  in
multilingualism and interculturality)

1. Covid situation   in our four countries, obligations and prohibition, hypothesis of project
adaptations.
As all schools have limitations for activities and trips, we decided to postpone the first
mobility.  In  January we will  consider  organising a meeting in  April  -  May 2021 or
directly next school year. For the time being we are only planning contacts and online
activities between schools.
We will ask our National Agencies to complete the activities in a third year, if the bans
continue.

2. Age   of the students involved:
Italy: 16 – 18 for activities and mobilities, 18 – 19 for activities. 
Croatia: same target
Romania: same target
Estonia: same target

3. Number   of the students involved:
Italy: 6 - 8 classes in studies and creation of materials
Croatia: will post an application form for the BBE project on the facebook page of the
school and select a small group of interested students, the same ones will be involved
in mobility 
Romania:  same as Croatia
Estonia: same as Croatia

4. Students’ accommodation, first ideas:
Italy: homestay preferred, to offer a more authentic cultural experience.
Croatia: hotel preferred,  to better control the students
Romania: in families or hotel
Estonia: homestay better, it’s cheaper.

5. Topics   to be deepened during the first year:
- presentation of the school, town, region, country...
- presentation of typical products of the region
- quality brands used in the country or area,
- small dictionary: comparison table of words, greetings, simple sentences in English

and national languages
For each topic students prepare and share documents, presentations, videos only on-
line for the time being.

6. Platforms  



Franca  and  Rosanna  are  attending  a  course  about  formal  aspects  at  the  end  of
November and will share information.
Ivana begins to create a space on e-twinning for the project and help others to join.
She also suggests to use Google Doc to share materials

7. Presentation of the project to students  
Italy: We plan to organize meetings for groups of classes starting with a game (funny
questions about the involved countries to answer), short videos in English about the
involved countries, + collection of students' ideas (co-planning)
Croatia: will publish a summary of the project on the school website and facebook
Romania: same as Croatia
Estonia: same as Croatia

8. Next online meeting  
At the beginning of December, in order to organize the first online meeting for students


